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Agenda



• Take 5 Minutes

• Turn to a Person Near You

• Introduce Yourself

• Business Cards

Let Rego be your guide. 
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Introductions



TBM Roadmap



Quick Poll

• Do you have a roadmap for TBM 
/ Apptio in place already?

• How closely do you follow it?

Let Rego be your guide. 5



Let Rego be your guide. 
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Strategy?



• A roadmap is a strategic plan to guide the 
continuous maturation of TBM as a 
function of its utilization, adoption, and 
supporting people and processes.
• Accounts for all organizational variables:

• Corporate strategy
• TBM vision and aspirations
• Process and tool maturity

• Roadmaps can be effectively organized 
into two categories:
• Those meant to steer an existing 

implementation.
• Those meant to lay the foundation for a new 

implementation.

Let Rego be your guide. 
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Defining a Strategic Roadmap



Roadmaps help organizations deliver successful 
enterprise solutions.  A clear roadmap will:
• Execute On A Vision
• Force Prioritization
• Provide an element of Time
• Align Business, IT and Finance Processes
• Reveal Gaps in TBM processes and functions
• Drive Common Understanding and Shared 

Ownership (OCM)
• Provide the ability to Measure success

Let Rego be your guide. 
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Importance of a Strategic Roadmap Measure

OCM

Gaps

Alignment

Time

Prioritization



Let Rego be your guide. 
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Open Mic

• In what ways have you found a TBM 
roadmap to be important?
• What do you see as the negative 

consequences of not having a roadmap?



Let Rego be your guide. 
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Methodology
Health Assessment Wish List Short-Term Goals Long-Term Strategy Prioritization Pacing Presentation

• Perform an impartial 
review of end-to-end 
TBM tools and 
processes 

• Conduct stakeholder 
interviews: Voice of 
Customers 

• Collect a 
comprehensive list of 
enhancements, new 
features, modules. 

• Nothing is off the 
table

• Organized by role of 
stakeholder and 
supported with value 
proposition

• Identify wish list items 
that can be 
accomplished in less 
than 3 months 

• Quick wins that build 
momentum 

• Identify wish list items 
that are more 
aspirational in nature

• Future enhancements 
• Abstraction of specific 

wish list items

• Rank wish list items 
based on value, 
urgency and 
complexity

• Quantifiable ranking 
wherever possible

• Add timeline to 
roadmap items

• Account for resource 
constraints and change 
management best 
practices

• Organize roadmap into 
consumable phases

• Gain consensus and 
excitements 

Deliverables Deliverables Deliverables Deliverables Deliverables Deliverables Deliverables

• Findings and 
Recommendations 
(PPT)

• Value and Complexity 
Analysis (Excel)

• Wish List (Excel) • Categorized Wish List 
(Excel) 

• Strategic Drivers (PPT)
• Categorized Wish List 

(Excel) 

• Rationalized Wish List 
(Excel)

• Roadmap Gantt (Visio) • Stakeholder 
Presentation (PPT)

• Roadmap Marketing 
Visual (Image, PDF)



Assess the Current State – Maturity

• Not an acceptable model for 
any enterprise

• Leaders see costs through 
financial reporting model 
w/little insight into financial 
tradeoffs

• Spending cuts are driven top 
down

• Cost allocations provide little 
incentive for BUs to change 
consumption

State

Value

Expense Center

Service Provider

Business Driver

• Budget based on amount of 
services to be delivered and 
consumed

• Tech leaders know TCO of 
services, including per unit

• Solution owners understand 
how their solutions are 
consumed by business partners 
and at what cost

• Business partners are allocated 
and see their IT costs based on 
consumption of services

• Service or product owners 
understand how services enable 
business outcomes and at what 
cost

• Tech leaders know TCO of 
business solutions and 
sometimes know TCO of 
business capabilities

• Tech leaders measure and 
manage investment levels in 
their services as a portfolio over 
time

• Technology costs evaluated as 
business costs, not IT costs

• Here, tech is the business (so 
tech leaders know the TCO of 
their business capabilities)

• Tech leaders understand 
business cost dynamics and 
monitor both tech and non-tech 
costs

• Cost of tech is baked into firm’s 
product prices and Tech 
budgets are integral to product-
line fiscal plans

• Demand is shaped through the 
market of which the firm is a 
part

Value Partner

TBM MATURITY ROADMAP



• Utilize themes when building roadmaps
• Working in themes gives allows you to group functionality based on 

mindsets and explore how you might want to approach each item.  It also 
allow us to prioritize within a specific theme.
• Align personas with themes to enhance adoption and prove “what’s in it 

for me?” 

Set Roadmap Themes

Automation

12



Let Rego be your guide. 
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Craw-Walk-Run

The implementation of a TBM Solution is 
generally done in waves/phases corresponding to 
a Crawl/Walk/Run approach. Run

Mature the Model with 
Consumption Based 

Chargeback/Showback

Walk
Advance to Detailed 

Applications and Services 
TCO

Crawl
Begin with ITP and 

Basic  CT

Start out slow: get comfortable with the 
new tool and processes. Generate 
excitement and leadership buy in.

Crawl

With successful processes and 
champions behind you, it’s time to pick 
up the pace and introduce new features.

Run

Don’t get caught up in the pressure to go to fast. 
Focus on getting the right resources in place to 
plan for more complex automation. Continue to 
support the initial rollout and invest in change 
management to support your strategy.

Walk

PP
M

 M
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ity
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• Defining the time horizons that you want your roadmap to address is one 
of the first steps in building a successful roadmap.
• The basic time horizons include:
• Current 
• Near Term
• Future

Roadmaps and Time Horizons

Specific 
Areas of 

Focus
Current 
Work

Less 
Flexible

Quick 
Wins

Expanded 
Focus Area

Priority 
Driven

Process 

High Level 
Scope

Current Near Term Future

14



Let Rego be your guide. 
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Roadmap: Time and Space View



Avoid the Big Bang – Be Incremental

Source: Romero Consulting

time

cost

benefit

R1
R2 R3

R4

R5
Release – Based

Big Bang



1. Take time to Assess your Current State
2. Utilize Themes when building Roadmaps
3. Crawl-Walk-Run, sustainability is key
4. Try not look beyond 18 months, business conditions and SW change 

rapidly
5. Do not get too detailed with the wish list.  Differentiate between minor 

enhancements and true roadmap initiatives.
6. Iterative is best – Don’t let perfect get in the way of better.  Avoid the Big 

Bang approach!
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Best Practices

Let Rego be your guide. 



Let Rego be your guide. 
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Open Mic

• What other best practices have you found 
in putting a TBM roadmap together?
• Does anyone have lessons learned they 

would like to share?



Roadmap Examples



Rego’s TBM Maturity Model



Sample TBM Maturity Map



TBM  Roadmap 2021

Application (ATLAS)

TBM Roadmap July August September October November December

TBM Initiatives

Description: These 
initiatives will embed TBM 
best practices at PG&E.  

The Solution streams are 
Apptio Components.

Milestones
- Financial Reporting
- Vendor Reporting
- Labor Reporting
- ITRT
- App TCO

Labor (SAP)

Vendor Data (Ariba/Atrium)

IT Financials (SAP)

Vendors Labor ITRT ApplicationsCost Source

ITRT (TBM)

Milestone 2Milestone 1 Milestone 3 Milestone 4 Milestone 5

Apptio Components:



Outcomes and 
Activities

June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June

Restructuring PFP
• Identify active project ID list
• Experience Portfolio -> Project 

Groups
• Cost Centers -> Projects

Streamline Layouts & PE Processes
• Fewer columns
• Automation of data
• Common layout
• Layouts by portfolio

Application Labor and Projects
• Labor headcount/roles
• Projects and Time Tracking
• Application Mappings for Labor and 

Projects

Application Assets and Vendors
• Vendor inventory
• Fixed assets register (Inc. dep.)
• Application Mappings for Assets 

and Vendors

Infrastructure Analysis
• Data center details 
• Server assets
• Storage devices 
• Infrastructure to application 

mappings 

Deployment Timeline

Restructuring PFP

Streamline Layouts & PE 
Processes

Application Labor and Projects

Application Assets and Vendors

Infrastructure Analysis



Draft Phased Roadmap & Apptio Solutions
To be refined based on further discussions

Outcomes May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr

� Understand Labor 
deployment (direct and 
indirect) 

� Calculate the cost to build a 
release by product and 
initiative

Resource Cost 
Alignment

� Create and manage 
headcount plan

� Plan for and manage 
Strategic initiatives and 
manage actuals

Plan

� Provide labor cost and plan to 
business unit owners to 
inform strategic decisions

� Business unit prioritization of 
projects and initiatives

Total Cost of 
Ownership

Phase

Apptio 
Applications Analysis Adoption

Labor by Project by Role, Rate, Site,  Span of 
Control, Product TCO

Planning integration

Planning roll-out

Labor plan, forecast vs actuals

Reporting Roll-out



Delivery Stream 1: Standardize & Streamline ITP / PFP
Automation of feeds, leveraging more out-of-the-box functionality, and reducing 

customization & manual work

Work Items Value Delivered

Restructuring PFP
• Experience Portfolio -> Project Groups 
• Cost Centers -> Projects
• Identify active project ID list

• Enables management and planning of portfolios 
of projects

• Enables Apptio OOB reporting and functionality, 
such as Portfolio Investment Planning

• Removes need for some manual processes 
(Dimensions tables)

Streamline Layouts & PE 
Processes

• Fewer columns
• Automation of data (e.g., ServiceNow, SAP feeds) 
• Common layout based on understanding of each PE’s 

method
• Layouts by portfolio
• Change management for adding new columns

• Reduce planning cycle times
• Improve and enhance customer (PEs) 

experience
• Improve data quality
• Spend more time on analysis, leading to cost 

reductions



Delivery Stream 2: Application and Infrastructure TCO
Ability to view and analyze the costs of applications, infrastructure, and portfolios of apps

Work Items Value Delivered

Application Labor and 
Projects 

• Labor headcount/role
• Time tracking data (if available) and list of employees
• Project inventory
• Application inventory 
• Application Mappings for Labor and Projects

• Review and manage labor spend and resources 
tied to Application Development and Support

• Understand Labor and Project spend by App 
Cost Transparency

Application Assets and 
Vendors

• Vendor inventory
• Fixed assets register including monthly depreciation 

cost
• Application Mappings for Assets and Vendors 

• Review and manage Vendor and Contract 
spend, including impact per Application

• Understand ‘Direct’ applications costs, 
leveraging General Ledger

• Manage and rationalize Applications leveraging 
visibility of Addressable/Non-Addressable 
spend

Infrastructure Analysis

• Data center details (e.g. location, tier, square footage, 
square footage) 

• Server assets (including physical servers, hypervisors, 
and virtual servers) 

• Storage devices and associated storage
• Infrastructure to application mappings (e.g. CMDB)

• Visibility into Labor, Asset, Project and Vendor 
spend for Servers, Storage, and Data Center

• Ability to rationalize apps with Total Cost of 
Ownership



Let Rego be your guide. 
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Open Mic

• Any roadmap examples you’d like to share? 
Or that you would like feedback on?
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Questions?



Instructions for PMI credits 
• Access your account at pmi.org
• Click on Certifications
• Click on Maintain My Certification
• Click on Visit CCR’s button under the Report PDU’s
• Click on Report PDU’s
• Click on Course or Training
• Class Provider = Rego Consulting
• Class Name = regoUniversity
• Course Description
• Date Started = Today’s Date
• Date Completed = Today’s Date
• Hours Completed = 1 PDU per hour of class time
• Training classes = Technical
• Click on I agree and Submit

Let Rego be your guide. 
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Thank You For Attending regoUniversity

Phone
888.813.0444

Email
info@regoconsulting.com

Website
www.regouniversity.com

Let us know how we can improve! 
Don’t forget to fill out the class survey.

mailto:info@regoconsulting.com
http://www.regoconsulting.com/

